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Fleetfoot, a fast runabout
My contribution to the Model Boats Winter Special this year   
is Fleetfoot. a John Hacker designed runabout of  1923.

To provide a challenge I decided to use cedar window blinds 
to represent the mahogany planking.  These came from the 
side of  road during a council rubbish clearance, and had to 
routered down for both width and thickness.  The rest of  the 
framework, where it is not seen, is conventional Lite-ply.

Further challenges were presented by the exposed propeller 
shaft, which had to be long to achieve balance, with the mo-
tor positioned well forward and the battery under the rear 
seat.  Details were few, which meant they had to look right: 
the instrument panel, gear-lever, steering wheel and driver 
are prominent among these, as are the full-length rubbing 
rails filed from aluminium tube.  The engine bay doors are 
hinged.

Fleetfoot is powered by an O.S. 37mm 1200kV brushless mo-
tor driving a 45mm prop, on a 2S LiPo or 6-cell NiMH bat-
tery.  This provides a good run time and adequate turn of  
speed, with the model proving very stable, but the response 
to the rudder could be improved.  
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It seems that many BMBG mem-
bers had their first taste of  model 
boats in their youth, building one 
of  the many kits available, or 
perhaps working up one of  the 
published plans in a magazine.
Some of  those models still ex-
ist, as built; others show signs of  
having been updated from time 
to time, as technology advanced, 
or finances or free time allowed.  
Some are as much as fifty years 
old or more!  How strong the pull 
of  the hobby must be to maintain 
its hold over such a period.

Nautilus motor
This motor recently appeared on eBay:
                                                                              

I have identified it as a Bassette Lowke Nautilus, circa 1928.

It was available
in four sizes, the
largest weighing
4 lb 4 oz

Bids reached $563
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Note-

wound field

cast iron
construction

cotton
covered wire


